Who, whom & whose

Grade 4 Pronouns Worksheet

Fill in the blank with who, whom, or whose.

1. The girl with whom I worked was very quiet.

2. You are talking to ____________?

3. Does anyone know ____________ backpack this is?

4. She talked to a woman ____________ knows my mom.

5. ____________ was at the park today?

6. Darren has no clue ____________ sock was in his car.

7. My dad wondered ____________ forgot to lock the door.

8. With ____________ did you ride to school today?

9. ____________ cat is walking in our yard?

10. Mrs. Smith asked ____________ had finished the assignment.

who is the subject, the person completing the action.

whom is the object, the person receiving the action.

whose refers to possession.
Who, whom & whose

Answers

1. The girl with ___whom___ I worked was very quiet.

2. You are talking to ___whom___?

3. Does anyone know ___whose___ backpack this is?

4. She talked to a woman ___who___ knows my mom.

5. ___Who___ was at the park today?

6. Darren has no clue ___whose___ sock was in his car.

7. My dad wondered ___who___ forgot to lock the door.

8. With ___whom___ did you ride to school today?

9. ___Whose___ cat is walking in our yard?

10. Mrs. Smith asked ___who___ had finished the assignment.